
	  

	  
 

The Tobias Meinhart Quintet plays intense, pure jazz. With his four comrades, saxophonist Tobias 
Meinhart has formed a group where professional artistry meets sophisticated creativity. They create a 
sound, which is a mixture of a modern “New York Jazz“ Style, swinging hardbop of the 60’s and some more 
free passages. “The music of TMQ is sounding everything else than nervous – cool, relaxed, confident. 
They have studied the Bop, the entire history, which made them into a powerful sound unit.” (Jazz Thing –
biggest German jazz magazine) 
 
In July 2012, the band won the prestigious jazz award at the International Jazz Festival in Getxo / Spain. In 
addition, Tobias Meinhart was awarded the "Best Soloist" award. At the same festival the quintet played a 
concert, opening for Wayne Shorter, which now will be released as a Live-CD on the Spanish label Errabal. 
Pablo Sanz, jazz critic and member of the jury, in his liner notes: “Their musical truth is both pleasing and 
convincing, for they know how to handle jazz and when to go silent. (…)especially the beating heart of their 
amazingly exclusive compositions caught the judges’ ear.” 
 

Tobias Meinhart has performed, in so-called "sit-ins" and concerts with American trumpeter Ingrid Jensen, 
Jorge Rossy and the Aaron Goldberg Trio. He currently divides his time between Germany and New York. 
His teachers included among others, Joe Lovano and Seamus Blake. Seamus Blake: "Tobias is one of the 
young lions out there. Deeply rooted in the jazz language but he has something new to add. (...) ". His 
quartet was founded in 2008 and was expanded to a quintet in 2012 with French trombonist Lou Lecaudey. 
Lecaudey, who is one of the brightest young talents in France, proves himself in each of his solos as an 
experienced storyteller who impresses especially by his fascinating technique and excellent sound. 
With his great sense of harmony, piano player Lorenz Kellhuber is defining the sound of the quintet. „He is 
a brave companion in the rearguard, but he can also be in the vanguard“ (Pablo Sanz). 
As the youngest student of the Berlin Jazz Institute he graduated with honors and is a multiple winner of 
various competitions. Kellhuber has meanwhile played with jazz greats like Adrian Mears and Kurt 
Rosenwinkel. 
„Bassist Tom Berkmann and drummer Valentin Schuster provide the rhythmical cushion the band needs for 
their harmonious and mellifluous renditions“(Sanz). Both are active members of the vibrating Berlin jazz 
scene and touring Germany and Europe with various formations. 
 
In November 2012, the quintet has already presented their Live-Cd at some concerts in Spain, among 
others at the Elorrio Jazz Festival. In 2013, the band will present this Cd during a release-tour in Germany. 
 
More Info under www.tobiasmeinhart.com. 

Tobias Meinhart                                        - tenor -and sopransaxophones 
Lou Lecaudey                                           - trombone 
Lorenz Kellhuber                                       - piano 
Tom Berkmann                                          - doublebass 
Valentin Schuster                                      - drums 
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Tobias Meinhart, meinharttobias@gmail.com, www.tobiasmeinhart.com, (D)+49 1709860306, (US)+1 347 938 2472, (CH)+41 774166407 


